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Relative orientation is the recovery of the position and orientation of one imaging system relative to another
from correspondences among five or more ray pairs. It is one of four core problems in photogrammetry and is
of central importance in binocular stereo as well as in long-range motion vision. While five ray correspondences are sufficient to yield a finite number of solutions, more than five correspondences are used in practice
to ensure an accurate solution with least-squares methods. Most iterative schemes for minimizmg the sum of
the squares of weighted errors require a good guess as a starting value. The author has previously published a
method that results in the best solution without requiring an initial guess [J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 4, 629 (1987)].
An even simpler method is presented here that utilizes the representation of rotations by unit quaternions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Relative orientation is one of the central problems in photogrammetry and has attracted attention for more than
100 years.1'2 I briefly review the problem here. For additional background material and a list of references, see
Ref. 3.
The coordinates of corresponding points in two images
can be used to determine the positions of points in the
environment, provided that the position and orientation of
one of the cameras with respect to the other are known.
Given the internal geometry of the cameras, including the
principal distance and the location of the principal point,
rays can be constructed by connecting the points in the
images to their corresponding projection centers. These
rays, when extended, intersect at the point in the scene
that gives rise to the image points. This is how binocularstereo data are used to determine the positions of points
in the environment after the correspondence problem has
been solved.
In both binocular-stereo and large-displacement motionvision analyses, it is necessary to determine first the relative orientation of one camera with respect to the other.
The relative orientation can be found if a sufficiently large
set of pairs of corresponding rays has been identified.
Let us use the terms left and right to identify the two
cameras (in the case of the application to long-range motion vision these terms will refer to the camera positions
and orientations corresponding to the earlier and the later
frames, respectively). The ray from the center of projection of the left camera to the center of projection of the
right camera is called the baseline. A coordinate system
can be erected at each projection center, with one axis
along the optical axis, that is, perpendicular to the image
plane. The other two axes are in each case parallel to two
convenient orthogonal directions in the image plane (such
as the edges of the image and lines connecting pairs of
fiducial marks). The rotation of the left camera's coordinate system with respect to that of the right is called the
orientation.
Note that we cannot determine the length of the baseline without knowledge about the length of a line in the
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scene, since the ray directions are unchanged if we scale
all the distances in the scene and the baseline by the same
positive scale factor. This problem suggests that we
should treat the baseline as a unit vector and that there
are really only five unknowns: three for the rotation and
two for the direction of the baseline. (If we treat the
baseline as a unit vector, its actual length becomes the
unit of length for all other quantities.)
It has long been known that obtaining a finite number
of solutions of the relative orientation problem requires
five sets of ray pairs.2 In practice one measures more
than five pairs of rays so that least-squares methods can
be used to obtain more accurate results. Several iterative
schemes are in use to find solutions (see textbooks on
stereophotogrammetry as well as Ref. 3). Most of these
schemes require a good initial guess, and some do not
work well unless the surface being viewed is approximately planar and perpendicular to the viewing direction.
The author has previously given an iterative scheme for
solving the least-squares relative-orientation problem that
does not require a good initial guess and that works well
even when the surface is not approximately planar.3'4
Here a new formulation of the coplanarity condition is
given with the use of unit-quaternion notation to represent rotation. A new iterative scheme based on this representation has been implemented and found to be both
reliable and faster than the previous method. The new
formulation of the coplanarity condition also suggests better continuation methods for solving the special case when
there are only five ray pairs and leads to a short proof that
there can be at most 20 solutions in this case.
A. New Expression for the Coplanarity Condition
The volume of the parallelipiped formed by three vectors
is equal to their triple product, so three nonzero vectors
are coplanar if and only if their triple product is zero.
For the ray 1 from the left camera's center of projection
and the ray r from the right camera's center of projection
to be coplanar with the baseline b, we must have3'4
[bl'r]=0,
© 1991 Optical Society of America
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where 1' is the left camera's ray rotated into the right
imaging system's coordinates. (Here the baseline b is
also expressed in the right imaging system's coordinates.
The coplanarity conditions can, of course, be equally well
expressed in the coordinates of the left imaging system.) Using the unit quaternion q to represent this rotation, we can write

r = qly,

(2)

where I and I' are unit quaternions with zero scalar part
and vector part equal to 1 and 1', respectively; that is,
I = (0,1),

!' = (0,1').

(3)

(For use of unit-quatemion notation in a related photogrammetric problem, including a discussion of numerically
stable methods for converting between orthonormalmatrix notation and unit-quaternion notation, see Ref. 6.
See also Appendix A and Ref. 6.) We can write the triple
product in the form
( = (r x b) • 1',

(4)

or, if we let b = (0,b) and r = (0,r),
t = i-b • 44*,
where we have used the fact that /' = qlq*
part and

(5)
nas zero

rb = (-r-b,r x b),

scalar
(6)

since both r and & have zero scalar parts. The triple
product can now be further transformed to yield
t=i-bq-ql

(7)

t=rd-ql,

(8)

or finally
where d = bq. [In Eqs. (4)-(7) a number of quaternion
identities, such as 6q • 6 = & • by, have been used that
can be easily checked by the rule for quaternion multiplication in terms of the scalar and vector parts of the
quaternions given in Appendix A.] Note that d is orthogonal to 4, since
<?• 4 = 64 • 4 = 6 - 4 4 * = 6 - ^ = 0 ,

(9)

where 6 is the identity with respect to quaternion multiplication. (The identity 6 has a unit scalar part and zero
vector part.)
The baseline can be recovered from S with
dq=bqq*=b6=b,

(10)

so one may as well work with the parameters 4 and d,
rather than 4 and b, if this is convenient. Note that the
resulting expression is bilinear in the unknowns, being
separately linear in the components of 4 and in the components of d.
B. Symmetry in the Coplanarity Condition
We can rewrite the triple product by using
( = rd • ql = f- • yd* = q*r • Id*,

(11)

t = q*r • Id* = (4*r)* • (Id*)* = r*q • dl*.

(12)
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Finally, noting that I* = —I and r* = —r, since r and I are
quaternions with zero scalar parts, we obtain
t^rq-dl.

(13)

The symmetry can be seen in more detail if the dot
product for t is expanded in terms of the scalar and vector
components o f 4 = (<7,<l) and d = (d,d):
(d • r)(q • 1) + (q • r)(d • 1) + (dq - d • q)(l • r)
+ d[rql]+ q[rdl]. (14)
Certain other symmetries now become apparent. If the
parameters {4, d} satisfy the coplanarity condition for corresponding sets of rays {1,} and {r,}, then what follows
is true:
(1) The set of parameters {-q,d} satisfies the coplanarity condition also. This statement has no physical significance, however, since -4 represents the same rotation
as 4.
(2) The set of parameters {4i —3} satisfies the coplanarity condition also. This set of parameters corresponds
to a reversal of the baseline b. ^
(3) The set of parameters {d,4} satisfies the coplanarity condition also. This set of parameters corresponds to
the twisted sister dual obtained by an additional rotation
of IT about the baseline.3'4
That is, the solutions come in groups of eight related
solutions.
Also note that, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, we obtain the same set of solutions if we interchange the left
and right rays, since the expression for t is symmetric in 1
andr.

2. NEW ITERATIVE SCHEME
Given two corresponding sets of rays {1,} and {r,} (for i =
1,2,..., n) from the left and the right imaging systems,
respectively, the task is to find q and d that minimize

s w.e,,

(15)

where e, = (hd • ql,), subject to
4-4=1,

d-d^l,

q-d=0.

(16)

The weight factor is chosen according to the reliability of
a particular measurement but also depends on the ray direction. That is, the error contributions that one wishes
to minimize are distances in the image plane not in the
three-dimensional world.3-4 It can be shown that the appropriate weighting factor is

_____INIW_____

[c.br.ni.'IIV + [c.bl.-'nir.llW

(17)

-_-l
-_-3 __ 2
---- ^.i-- - _j-'_
where d = -If1', ..,
x _r, and
o-;22 and
ov2 are
the estimated variances of the measurement errors of the directions of rays
in the left and right images, respectively, while o-o2 is arbitrary. Proper weighting is particularly important when
the fields of view are narrow, since the relative-orientation problem then is often not well conditioned. Note
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that the weighting factor depends on the (unknown) baseline and rotation. One way of dealing with this is to treat
the weights as constant during any particular step of the
iteration. One may start off with unit weights and then
use the current estimate of the baseline and rotation as
the iteration progresses.4
Exact solutions are possible when there are only five
pairs of rays, so the weight factors can be omitted in this
case, since they do not affect the solutions (see Section 3).
A. Iterative Adjustment
Since no closed-form solution is at hand, let us see how
small changes in q and d affect the total error. First, by
ignoring second-order terms in

(q + Sq) • (q + Sq) = i,

(d+ sd)-(d+ 8d)= i,

(q + o$) • (d + 8d) = 0,

(18)

we obtain the following contraints on the increments:
q-8q^0,

d-sd^O,

q - 8 d ^ - d - 8 q = 0 . (19)

We have to find increments 8$ and Set that minimize
^Wi[h(d+8d)-{q+Sq)ly,

(20)

subject to the three constraints noted. Ignoring the
second-order term in the dot product (containing both 8q
and Sd) and introducing Lagrange multipliers, we find
that we have to minimize

while
5 = 2»'.e.(^?.*),
1=1

t= 2>.e,(^!,).

(26)

We also still have the three equations
q • 8q = 0,

d • 8d = 0,

q • 8d + d. • 8q = 0, (27)

all of which we can write in the matrix form
A B q
B7' C 0
<f OT 0
(f d1' 0
d7' Sf 0

q' '8S
d 8q
0 A
0 P0 V

0
d
0
0
0

'S
0

SSt

——

0
0
0

(28)

So we have a system of 11 equations in 11 unknowns, 4 of
which are the components of q, 4 the components of d,
and 3 Lagrangian multipliers.
Since we are usually not really interested in the values
of the Lagrange multipliers, we may eliminate them by
using the conditions
q • 8q = 0,

d • 8d = 0,

q • 8d + d • 8q = 0, (29)

leaving us with eight equations in eight unknowns.
But this calculation takes some effort, while spoiling the
symmetry of the normal matrix, and so may not be
desirable.
Note that the upper-left-hand 8 x 8 submatrix is the
weighted sum of dyadic products

1 Wi(hd • ql + hSd • qli + hcl • Sql,)2

VI

-» -^ ip

2.w,c,c,',

(30)

+ \(q • 8q) + {i.(d • Sd) + v(q • 8d + d • 8q). (21)

Differentiating with respect to 8q and 8d and setting the
results equal to zero, we obtain
2 Wi(hd • qli + hSd • qli + nd • 8qli)ridli + A$ + vd = 0,
i=i

where the eight-component vector c, is given by
c.=

\w

\hql.\
W

[m.

(31)

Also note that the eight nonzero components of the righthand-side vector are given by the weighted sum

^,u>i(f-id • qli + W • ql, + f-fl • Sqli)t-i*qli + n.d
+ ^ = 0 , (22)

where we may wish to note that r,* = -r; and ?,* = —/,.
Differentiating with respect to the Lagrangian multipliers
just gives us back the original constraints
q-8q=0,

d-5d=0,

q • 8d + d • 8q = 0. (23)

Isolating the unknowns Sq and 8d, we obtain
A Sq + B Sd + \q + vd = -5,
BT8q+ CSd+ p.d+ vq = -t,

(24)

where

A'iwiWimW,

SifieiC.,

(32)

where e, = (r,d • qli). For computational purposes it may
also be helpful to note that
e^Wd=W-q.

(33)

A step in the iterative algorithm consists of computing the
coefficient matrix above, as well as the right-hand-side
vector, solving for Sd and 8q, and then updating d and q
accordingly.
B. Keeping the Quaternions Orthogonal
In practice the updated quaternions
q1 = q + 8q,

d' = d + 8d

(34)

will not be exactly orthogonal, even ifd and q are, because

of the finite atap size of tho increment. It is therefore

B = T.WiWUr^f,
C=^w,(h*qli)(rWr,
i°l

(25)

important to adjust the new values to make them more
nearly orthogonal. The smallest adjustment that
will achieve this is obtained by finding k such that
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0, where

q" =q' + kd',

d" = d' + kq'.

(35)

This calculation leads to a quadratic equation for k. The
solution for k has the term (q' • d') in the denominator
and so is numerically unstable when ^' and d' are already
nearly orthogonal. If instead we ignore the term in k2,
we obtain
^-q-.^^d'.d-"-^'-^

(36)

While an adjustment based on this value of k will not
make the two quaternions exactly orthogonal, it will
ensure that they converge to orthogonal values after a
number of steps of the iteration. It is, of course, a simple
matter to adjust the quaternions to have unit magnitude.
This should be done after the adjustment to obtain more
nearly orthogonal vectors.
Sometimes when the starting values are far from a minimum, a large adjustment suggested by the above algorithm
[Eq. (28)] may make matters worse rather than better.
As an added refinement, one can compare the error after
the adjustment with that before and take only half the
step if the error has increased. If the error with the
smaller step is also larger than the initial error, the step
size can again be halved. Repeated halving of the step
size in this fashion will normally occur only when one is
close to the solution and is unable to reduce the error term
because of limitations of computer arithmetic. This condition may be used as a termination test for the iteration.
Typically a solution is found to single precision after
fewer than 10 iterations. In some cases convergence is
slow, however, particularly when the initial guess is near a
saddle point. To avoid wasting time in this case, one may
wish to insist that the error after the adjustment not
merely be smaller but that it be smaller by a reasonable
fraction, say, 1% of the old error. The iteration is abandoned if it does not improve the solution at least this much.
The minimum that might have been reached after a long
computation will almost certainly be reached from some
other starting value, so nothing is lost by abandoning a
particular solution path.
C. Starting Values
To find all local minima and so be in a position to determine the global minimum, one needs a number of different starting values for the orientation q. One can
generate these values as follows:
(1) One can use the elements of a finite rotation
group.3'4
(2) One can use some other systematic sampling of a
unit hemisphere, or
(3) They can be determined at random.
Points on the unit hemisphere (in four dimensions) may be
generated systematically with
q(cos a cos f i cos y, cos a cos (3 sin y, cos a sin (3, sin a).
If the proper ranges of a, f ) , and y are divided evenly, an
uneven sampling of the hemisphere results, which is
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wasteful in that, for a given minimum sampling rate to be
achieved in some areas, other areas need to be sampled
much more finely. To obtain a roughly even sampling of
the hemispherical surface, one can make discrete sampling
in each of the three variables dependent on the other variables. While sampling evenly in a, one should sample f t at
a rate proportional to cos a and sample y at a rate proportional to cos a cos ft. This is analogous to sampling the
unit sphere with the use of longitude and latitude, where,
to avoid oversampling near the poles, one should sample
along parallels at a rate that is proportional to the cosine
of the latitude.
The number of starting values needed is greatly reduced
if one notes that each solution {q, d} that is found belongs
to a set of eight related solutions obtained by changing the
signs ofq and d and by interchanging ^ and d, as discussed
above. Typically all solutions are found after trying a few
dozen initial guesses. If a particular solution has a small
basin of attraction in parameter space, it will typically
still be found, since it is unlikely that all seven of the solutions related to it also have small basins of attraction.
While it might be expected that random sampling should
be less efficient in that a large number of samples are
needed to ensure that the largest gaps between samples
are as small as they are between samples generated by
some systematic method, it typically appears not to take a
larger number of starting values to find all the solutions
from random starting points. This simplifies the algorithm. Typically all solutions are found from fewer than
30 or so random starting values. Occasionally one solution will be missed. But in this case the number of solutions found is an odd multiple of four, and the search can
be extended when this is noted.
D. Finding d Given 1} (and Vice Versa)
If either of the unit quaternions q or d is known, it is possible to find a best-fit value for the other.. This is useful
when setting up starting values, since it means that one
need explore the unit sphere in four space for only one of
the two sets of parameters. Since the total error term is
completely symmetric in q and d, we need explore only one
of the two cases. Suppose for concreteness that q is
known and we are to find the best-fit value for d.
We can look for the d that minimizes

^w^f-id-qi^,

(37)

i=l

subject to
d-d=l,

q-d=0.

(38)

Reversing the argument above regarding the form of the
error term, we write expression (37) in the form

^w4i'h-bf,

•

(39)

where 6 = dq* and ?(' = ql,q*. We know that !,' and ?.
have a zero scalar part. But b also has a zero scalar part
since
^•e=dq*-e-=d-q=0.

(40)
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So expression (39) and Eq. (40) can be written as
i>,[bl.'r,]2,
i=i

(41)

where b = (0,b) and J,' = (0,?.'). Now
b • b = b • b = (dq*fdq* = d • dq*q = d • d = 1. (42)

So the condition that d be a unit quaternion is equivalent
to the condition that b be a unit vector. So we are trying
to minimize
b'' Sw.c.c^b,
\t-i
/

(43)

where c, = 1,' x FJ, subject to b • b = 1. The solution is
the eigenvector of the 3 x 3 matrix associated with its
smallest eigenvalue3'4 (see also the discussion of Raleigh's
quotient in Ref. 8). From b we can recover d by using
d = bq, where 6 = (0,b).
It has been found experimentally, perhaps somewhat
surprisingly, that one can actually just pick a random initial value for d. Convergence to machine precision is on
average delayed by less than one step compared with the
number of steps needed when the method described here
is used to find an optimal initial value for d. This allows
one to simplify the algorithm.

3. FIVE RAY PAIRS
The minimum number of ray pairs that yield a finite
number of solutions is five, since each pairing of rays
yields one constraint and there are five unknowns.
There are five degrees of freedom because there are three
constraints on the eight components of q and d—ihe two
quaternions have to be orthogonal and of unit magnitude.
With five ray pairs exact solutions are possible, that is,
solutions that satisfy the coplanarity condition exactly.
In practice, if at all possible, one uses more than five ray
pairs in order to achieve higher accuracy and avoid ambiguity. Nevertheless, this minimal case has attracted
some attention and is worth discussing.
The question of how many solutions there may be when
five ray pairs are given has been long debated. Since
each ray pair yields a homogeneous second-degree polynomial in the unknown components of $ and d, we see right
away by Bezout's theorem that there can be at most 26 =
32 solutions (ignoring sign changes of q and d). Kruppa
showed long ago, however, that there can actually be no
more than 22 solutions.9 More recently, it has been observed experimentally that there appear to be never more
than 20 solutions, that these solutions generally come in
groups of 4, and that sets of ray pairs can be found that
yield no solutions or as many as 20.3'4 Proofs that there
can be no more than 20 solutions were recently given in
Refs. 10-12. But these proofs are complex and use advanced concepts from projective geometry and algebraic
geometry.
We can show more simply that there can be no more
than 20 solutions by noting that the equations are bilinear, that is, separately linear in the components of q and
the components of d. This means that the equations
derived from the coplanarity conditions are actually 2-

homogeneous equations (see Appendix B). The number of
solutions of a system of m-homogeneous equations is less
than that of a general homogeneous system of equations of
the same degree. In the case discussed here we have five
equations that are linear and homogeneous in each of two
sets of four variables, so the maximum possible number of
solutions is given by
f(8 - 2)\
\(4 - 1)1

3!3!

=20.

Methods have been developed for tracking the paths of
roots as one system of polynomials is continuously transformed into another." These methods can be used here
to track the roots from a special system of equations with
the same degree that can be solved explicitly, as it is
transformed into the system of equations arising from the
given ray pairs (see Appendix C). One can even exploit
the symmetry of the equations in q and d so that one
needs to track only 10 roots, not 20.
Preliminary experiments with this method suggest,
however, that the iterative method described above, designed for the more general least-squares problem when
more than five ray pairs are given, is much faster and also
more reliable. One problem with continuation methods is
that, while in theory paths of roots should never cross, in
practice they often come close enough to permit path
jumping, unless the path is followed with impractically
tight tolerances.

4. CONCLUSIONS
An elegant new iterative method for solving the leastsquares problem of relative orientation has been described.
The utility of unit quaternions for representing rotations
in three-dimensional space has once again been demonstrated. A new short proof has been given that there can
be at most 20 solutions of the relative-orientation problem
when only five ray pairs are given. In this special case
continuation methods can (at least theoretically) find all
the solutions.

APPENDIX A. QUATERNION PRODUCTS
AND ROTATION IN THREE DIMENSIONS
It is often convenient to consider quaternions as composed
of a scalar and a vector part:
a=(a,a).

(Al)

The conjugate of a quaternion is the quaternion with the
vector part negated:
a*=(a,-a).

(A2)

The dot product of two quaternions is a scalar given by
& - b = (a,a)-(6,b) =06 + a - b .

(A3)

The norm of a quaternion is just the square root of the dot
product of the quaternion with itself:
||o|| = (& • a)"2.
A unit quaternion is a quaternion of unit norm.

(A4)
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The quaternion product is defined by the relation
6b = (a,a)(6,b) = (06 - a • b,ab + 6a + a x b). (A5)
The appearance of the cross product in the result alerts us
to the fact that quaternion multiplication is not commutative. Quaternion multiplication is associative, however.
It is easy to see that the identity with respect to multiplication is
e - (1,0),

(A6)

where 0 is the vector whose components are all zero.
Note that
&&* = (a,a)(a,-a) = (a2 + a • a,0) = (& • &)&,

(A7)

so that a quaternion with nonzero norm has an inverse,
a-^aWI,

(A8)

and the inverse of a unit quaternion is just its conjugate.
With the use of the definition of the quaternion product
[Eq. (A5)], it is easy to show that
(6q)-(bq}=(&-b)(q-q).

(A9)

We can conclude that the operation of multiplying by a
unit quaternion preserves dot products. We also obtain,
as a special case,
(&b)-(a!>)=(&-&)(b-i>);

(&q)-b=&-(bq*).

(All)

Scalars can be represented by quaternions with zero
vector part, while vectors can be represented by quaternions with zero scalar part. If r is a quaternion with zero
scalar part, then
r* = - f - .

(A12)

If r and 5 are quaternions with zero scalar part, then
r-s=r-s,
rS = (-r • s,r x s) = (sr)*.

(A13)
(A14)

Finally, if r, s, and ( are quaternions with zero scalar
part, then
(r&)-t=r-(St)=[rst].

(A15)

To represent rotations in three-dimensional space, we
need an operation that maps quaternions with zero scalar
part into quaternions with a zero scalar part. The
operation
r' = qrq*

(A16)

multiplies the scalar part by (q • q); that is,
r' = (q2 + q • q)r,

If q is a unit quaternion, then Eqs. (A16)-(A18) simplify
further, and r' actually has the same magnitude as r; that
is, (.f-' • f-') = (r • f-).
If 5 is a second quaternion with zero scalar part, then
r' • s' = (qrq*) • (q&q*) ° r • s.

(A17)

so that, if ? has zero scalar part, so will f-'. As for the
vector part, we can write
r' = (g2 + q • q)r + 2g(q x r) + 2q X (q X r). (A18)

(A19)

Thus dot products are preserved by the operation [Eq.
(A16)]. The signs of triple products are also preserved,
since
r's') • f = (rs) • t.

(A20)

Since the length of vectors, the angles between them, and
the handedness of triads are preserved, we conclude that
r' = qrq* corresponds to a proper rotation of the vector r
into the vector r'. We can determine next what this rotation is.
From
to q) (0, q) (q, -q) = (q2 + q • q) (0, q) = (0, q),

(A21)

we can conclude that q is parallel to the axis of rotation.
Now suppose that r is a unit vector perpendicular to the
axis of rotation; that is, r • r = 1 and r • q = 0. The
cosine of the angle of rotation is then given by the dot
product ofr and r'. Then, if r' = qrq* we have

(A10)

thus the norm of a product is the product of the norms.
Using these results, we can also see that
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r ' - r = r ' - r = ( q r ) - (rq)

(A22)

cos 6 = q2 — q • q,

(A23)

or

where 9 is the angle of rotation. The sine of the angle of
rotation is given by the triple product of r', v, and a unit
vector in the direction of the axis of rotation. Now
[r'rq]=(^)-(0,q)=2g(q-q),

(A24)

sin 0 = 2g||q||.

(A26)

so that

Finally, using q2 + q • q = 1 and some trigonometric identities for multiple angles, we obtain q2 = (cos 0 + 1)/2 or
q = cos(fi/2),

q = A sin(0/2),

(A26)

where A is a unit vector parallel to the axis of rotation.
Thus a rotation about an axis through the origin parallel to the unit vector & can be represented by the unit
quaternion
q= (cos(e/2),wsm(6/2)).

(A27)

Note, however, that -q represents the same rotation,
since
(-q)r(-q)* = qrq*.

(A26)

Thus the space of proper rotations in three-dimensional
space is isomorphic to the unit sphere in four dimensions,
SOs, with antipodal points identified. Alternatively, we
can identify it with the projective space Ps.
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APPENDIX B. SYSTEMS OF
m-HOMOGENEOUS EQUATIONS
A polynomial is homogeneous in a set of variables if and
only if it is the sum of terms of the same degree in these
variables. Any nonzero multiple of a solution of a homogeneous system of equations is clearly also a solution, since
each term in the polynomial is multiplied by the same
power of the constant multiplier. To obtain a unique solution, we have to impose an additional (linear, nonhomogeneous) constraint. Given this extra degree of freedom,
a homogeneous system of equations in ra variables need
typically consist of only (n - 1) equations in order to yield
a finite number of solutions (up to a constant multiplier).
In general, the maximum number of solutions that a system of homogeneous equations can have is equal to the
product of the degrees of the equations (Bezout's theorem).
Most systems of equations actually attain this maximal
number of (possibly complex) solutions.
Homogeneous Equations with Special Structure
When the system of equations has some special structure,
however, the maximum possible number of solutions may
be lower than indicated above. Consider, for example, the
pair of homogeneous second-degree equations
axu + bxv + cyu + dyv = 0,
exit + fxv + gyu + hyv =• 0,

(Bl)

in the variables x, y and u, v. We can easily eliminate the
term in xu and so obtain
(eb - af)xv + (ec - ag)yu + (ed - ah)yv = 0.

(B2)

Using this to substitute for u in the first equation leads to
(eb - af)x2 + ((bg - fc) + (ed - ah))xy
+ (gd - ch)y2 = 0. (B3)

This is a homogeneous quadratic equation and so has only
two solutions (up to a constant multiplier). Thus the original pair of equations has fewer solutions than the four
predicted by multiplication of the degrees.
What is special about this particular system of equations
is that the polynomials are separately homogeneous in the
two variables x and y and in the two variables u and u
That is, if we treat u and v as constants, then we have a
pair of equations that is homogeneous in x and y (and vice
versa). This condition implies, among other things, that
we can multiply x and .y in a solution by one nonzero constant and u and v by another nonzero constant and still
have a solution. That is, to obtain a unique solution, we
would have to introduce two additional (linear, nonhomogeneous) constraints. It is because of these two degrees
of freedom that we require only two equations, instead of
the expected three, in order to constrain the problem
enough to obtain a finite number of solutions (up to constant multipliers).
The above set of equations is said to be 2-homogeneous.
An equation is m-homogeneous if we can partition the set
of variables into m subsets, such that the equation is
homogeneous in each of these subsets separately (when
the other variables are treated as constants). The largest
possible number of roots of a system of w-homogeneous

equations is less than the largest possible number of roots
of a general system of homogeneous equations of the same
degree.
Linear 2-Homogeneous Equations
Consider, for example, a system % of (n + m - 2) equations that is linear in two sets of variables {as,} and {y/},
where i = 0,1,... (re - 1) and./ = 0,1,... (m - 1). For
a start, let us focus on a special case of this system,
for which each of the equations happens to have the
simple form
(ao,*Xo + C(l,tXl + ... + Cln-l,kXn-l)

x (bo,i,yo + &i,*yi + ... + 6m-i,*.y»-i) = 0 (B4)
fork = 0,1,. ..,(n + m - 3) or

(afx)(bfy)=0

(B5)

for short, where the variables in the two subsets are the
components of the vectors x and y and the two sets of
coefficients are the components of the vectors a» and b».
Clearly, for x and y to be a solution of this special system of equations f , we must have either (a* • x) = 0 or
(b* ' y) = 0 for each k = 0,1,... (ra + m - 3). Suppose
that we partition the system of equations into two subsets,
one of size (n — 1) and the other of size (m - 1). Consider the (ra - 1) equations (a* • x) = 0 in the first subset.
This is a set of linear homogeneous equations with one
fewer equation than there are variables. Generally this
subset of equations will have a unique solution for x (up to
a constant multiplier). Similarly, the (m — 1) equations
(bt • y) = 0 in the second subset will have a unique solution for y (up to a constant multiplier). The resulting
values of x and y are clearly solutions of the original system of equations, and there are no other solutions of the
original system of equations.
We conclude that the special system of equations has
a number of solutions equal to the number of ways of partitioning the set of variables in the indicated manner,
namely,
in + m - 2\
\

n-1

(n + m - 2\

!~[

m-1

(n + m - 2)!

f ~ (n-l)\(m- 1)!'

(B6)

This number typically is much smaller than the number of
solutions of a general homogeneous system of seconddegree equations.
Now suppose that we have a system of equations % that,
while linear in two sets of variables, does not have the
special form above. We can always write these equations
in the form
x^y = 0

(B7)

for (n + m — 2) matrices Mk, each with n rows and m
columns. What is the largest number of solutions that
such a system of equations can have? We can form linear
combinations of this system of equations and a system of
equations that does have the special form given above.
The result can be written as
x^AM* + c(l - A)atb^y = 0,

(B8)

where c is an arbitrary (complex) number. Now this sys-
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tern has the roots of the special set of equations 9" when
A = 0, while it has the roots of the more general system of
equations % when A = 1.
We can follow the roots of the combined system as we
continuously vary the parameter A. Perhaps somewhat
surprisingly, the paths connect the roots of one system
with the roots of the other system. None of the paths can
curve back, or merge, or diverge to infinity. So, in general, the number of roots of the more general system of
equations is the same as that of the special systems of
equations. The proof requires advanced concepts from
modern algebraic geometry and will not be given here.13'18
Linear in-Homogeneous Equations
The above analysis can be easily extended to systems of
equations that are linear in m sets of variables rather
than in just two sets. A special set of equations can be
set up, much as that described in the previous section, in
which each polynomial is the product of terms linear in
each of the subsets of variables. This special set of
(no + ni + ... + Tim-i - m) equations may be partitioned
into subsets of size (no — 1), (rai — 1),..., (rim-i — 1). The
first subset is used to solve for the »o variables of the first
subset of variables, the second subset for the rai variables
of the second subset of variables, and so on. Since each
subset of equations is linear in one subset of the variables
(and does not contain any of the others), one obtains exactly one solution (up to constant multipliers). The number of solutions of the special set of equations is equal to
the number of possible ways of partitioning the set of variables in the indicated manner, namely,
(no + n.i + ... + ra^-i)!

(7io-l)!(7ii-l)!...(^-i-l)!

(B9)

which is much less than the number of solutions of a general homogeneous system of with-degree equations.
Again, it turns out that the number of solutions of
the more general set of equations is equal to the number
of solutions of the special set of equations (and that the
solutions of the general set may be found by following the

solutions as one system of equations is deformed into
the other).
The above analysis can be extended also to deal with
systems of m-homogeneous equations that are of higher
degree in the various subsets of variables. The same
trick is used to partition the equations of the special system, but now the resulting sets of equations are no longer
linear, so there will be more than one solution. Let us
suppose, first, that all the equations have the same degrees in each of the subsets of variables. Suppose that
each equation has degree /* in the Ath set of variables.
Then each partitioning leads to
l a l l

lS''- l l - ...W

l

(B10)

solutions (by Bezout's theorem). So the total number of
solutions is just the product of this quantity and expression (B9) for the linear case.
Counting the total number of solutions becomes a bit
harder when the equations are not all of'the same degree
in a particular subset of the variables, for then the number
of solutions obtained for different partitions is different.
The reader is here referred to Refs. 13-18 for details.
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APPENDIX C. CONTINUATION METHODS
The results discussed above can be used to determine the
maximum number of solutions of an ro-homogeneous system of equations. They can also be used to find these
solutions by means of continuation methods. Let us
write the system of equations that we wish to solve in the
form f(x) = 0. There typically is no closed-form method
for finding the solution of this system. But suppose that,
by changing some parameters, we can simplify the system
of equations to the point where its solutions can be found
directly. Of course, the solutions of the deformed system
will not be the solutions that we originally desired to find.
The idea now is to track the solutions of the deformed system as it is incrementally changed back into the original
form. If the incremental changes are small enough, then
it is possible to get good estimates of the solutions of the
next version of the system if we start with the solutions of
the present one. If we are fortunate, then none of the
solutions leads to dead ends where the new system has no
solutions near solutions of the present system. Also, if we
are lucky there will be no spontaneous creation of new
solutions, where new solutions appear that are not near
the solutions of the present system. This is the intuitive
motivation for the process, that is described in more
detail below.
We construct a system g(x) = 0 of equations of the same
degree in the same set of variables x, in the special form
indicated in Appendix B. (The coefficients occurring in
these equations should be chosen at random, in order to
reduce the possibility of this system having a special
structure that may lead to a reduced number of solutions.) Determine all the ways of partitioning this set of
equations into subsets of size one less than the number of
variables in each of the m groups. Find the roots of each
subset of equations extracted. This yields all the solutions of the system g(x) = 0.
Note that, to obtain unique solutions (without the constant multiplier ambiguity), we have to adjoin to the given
system of equations m linear nonhomogeneous equations,
one in each subset of the variables. (The coefficients occurring in these equations should also be chosen at random, in order to reduce the possibility of the resulting
system of equations having a solution at infinity.) The
added linear equations can be used to solve for one of the
variables in terms of the others, thus making it possible to
eliminate this variable from the other equations. The
result is a system of nonhomogeneous equations of the
same degree as the original equations but with one fewer
unknown.
Now trace these solutions as A is varied from 0 to 1 in
Af(x) + c(l - A)g(x) = 0
or h(x; A) = 0 for short. This can be done by taking a
small step 8A in A and solving for the increment Sx in
(dh/dA)8A + (dh/dx)5x = 0,

(Cl)

where J = (dh/dx) is the Jacobian of h with respect to x.
The updated solutions x' = x + Ss. will not be exact if we
are taking finite steps, so one needs to use Newton's
method to improve their accuracy. That is, we need to
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find an adjustment Sx such that h(x + 8x) = 0 or
h(x) + (dh/dx)5x = 0,

(C2)

where again the Jacobian J = (dh/dac) appears.
We repeat the above process as A is varied from 0 to 1 in
small steps. The step size SA can be adjusted to keep the
departure from the desired path smaller than some chosen
threshold.
Perhaps the most awkward practical problem of continuation approach is the jumping of a solution being traced
from its correct path to a path that passes close to it.
Path jumping can be detected when two paths end at the
same solution and when that solution can be shown not to
be a multiple root of the system of equations. Path jumping can also sometimes be detected by tracking solutions
in reverse (that is, as A is decreased toward 0) and noting
whether one returns to the starting solution. Something
has gone awry when this does not happen. The probability of path jumping can be reduced by taking smaller steps,
but this, of course, slows the computation.
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